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FROM THE EXECUTIVE AND ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

e’ve now moved into the heart of Fall Semester and things
are hopping on the UC Berkeley campus. The same can
be said about Cal Performances, where—this weekend
alone—we’ll enjoy concerts by an array of world-class musical talent:
mandolinist Avi Avital and guitarist Milos̆ (Nov 11), American jazz
master Aaron Diehl and his trio (Nov 12), violinist Leonidas
Kavakos and pianist Yuja Wang (Nov 13), and cellist David Finckel
and pianist Wu Han (Nov 14). Together, we’ll take in music by Bach,
de Falla, Villa Lobos, and Philip Glass; experience a world premiere
by French composer Mathias Duplessy; return to Bach to explore
his fascinating musical ties with eminent jazz musicians past and
Jeremy Geffen
present; and close out the weekend with more timeless music by Bach
(there’s never enough!) along with works by Busoni, Shostakovich, Mendelssohn, Debussy, and
Britten. I’m so happy you could join us during what promises to be a memorable weekend; it’s
wonderful that we can gather together again, enjoying great music under the same roof!
This robust activity is especially meaningful this year, following such a prolonged period of
shutdown! When the pandemic forced Cal Performances to close its doors in March 2020, no one
could have imagined what lay ahead. Since then, we’ve witnessed a worldwide health crisis unlike
any experienced during our lifetimes, an extended period of political turmoil, recurring incidents
of civil unrest and racially motivated violence, and a consciousness-raising human rights movement that has forever—and significantly—changed how each of us views social justice in our time.
Of course, the pandemic remains with us to this date and future challenges—including many
adjustments to “normal’ procedures and policies—can certainly be expected. I encourage you
to check Cal Performances’ website regularly for the most current information regarding our
COVID-19 response. First and foremost, I assure you that there is nothing more important to
us than the health and safety of our audience, artists, and staff. (And I remind one and all that
proof of vaccination is mandatory today, as is protective masking throughout the event.)
Our season continues in December when the Bay Area’s beloved Kronos Quartet returns to
Zellerbach Hall with two-part program featuring a world premiere by Cal Performances’ 2021–22
artist-in-residence Angélique Kidjo, new and recent works from Kronos’ extraordinary 50 for the
Future project, and a selection of works performed with special guest, Persian classical and world
music vocalist and composer, Mahsa Vahdat (Dec 2). Our full calendar offers more of the same,
packed with the kind of adventurous and ambitious programming you’ve come to expect from Cal
Performances. In particular, I want to direct your attention to this year’s Illuminations: “Place and
Displacement” programming, through which we’ll explore both loss and renewal, disempowerment
and hope, while seeking paths forward for reclaiming and celebrating vital cultural connections that
can fall victim to political and social upheaval.
Please take the opportunity to explore the complete schedule through our website and season
brochure and begin planning your performance calendar; now is the perfect time to guarantee
that you have the best seats for all the events you plan to attend.
Throughout history, the performing arts have survived incredible challenges: periods of war,
economic collapse, and, yes, terrible disease. And if it will take time for us—collectively and
individually—to process the events of the past 18 months, I’m certain that the arts have the power
to play a critical role as we come to terms with what we have experienced and move together
toward recovery.
continued on p 22
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Sunday, November 14, 2021, 3pm
Zellerbach Hall

David Finckel, cello
Wu Han, piano
PROGRAM
Johann Sebastian BACH (1685–1750)

Sonata No. 1 in G major for Viola da Gamba
and Harpsichord, BWV 1027 (ca. 1736–1741)
Adagio
Allegro ma non tanto
Andante
Allegro moderato

Felix MENDELSSOHN (1809–1847)

Sonata No. 2 in D major for Cello and Piano,
Op. 58 (1843)
Allegro assai vivace
Allegretto scherzando
Adagio
Molto allegro e vivace

INTERMISSION
Claude DEBUSSY (1862–1918)

Benjamin BRITTEN (1913–1976)

Sonata for Cello and Piano (1915)
Prologue
Sérénade
Finale
Sonata in C for Cello and Piano, Op. 65
(1960–1961)
Dialogo
Scherzo-Pizzicato
Elegia
Marcia
Moto Perpetuo

David Finckel and Wu Han recordings are available exclusively through ArtistLed: www.artistled.com
www.davidfinckelandwuhan.com
Wu Han performs on the Steinway Piano.

Opposite: David Finckel and Wu Han. Photo by Lisa-Marie Mazzucco.
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The Unfolding of Music
With works spanning nearly a quarter of a millennium, David Finckel and Wu Han lead listeners through the extraordinary evolution of
classical music. Beginning with Bach’s vibrant
sonata for the viola da gamba and harpsichord—
the ancestors of the cello and piano—the program transitions seamlessly to Beethoven’s
experimental sonata from the twilight of the
Classical period, whose opening recollects the
music of Bach. Mendelssohn, who paved the way
for full-blown Romanticism, is featured in his
second sonata, an ebullient, virtuosic work that
pushed the capabilities of the instruments to
their limits at the time. Debussy, universally regarded as the inspiration for musical modernism, composed his only cello sonata late in
his life, and this short work is considered the
most important work for the cello in the
Impressionist style. The program concludes with
the extraordinary sonata by the renowned
Englishman Benjamin Britten, the first of five
masterworks he composed for cellist Mstislav
Rostropovich. David Finckel was privileged to
study the work with Rostropovich, gaining priceless insight into the sonata’s conception through
the intimate knowledge of its dedicatee.
Johann Sebastian Bach
Sonata No. 1 in G major for Viola da Gamba
and Harpsichord, BWV 1027
On two occasions in 1723, the rich musical life
of Leipzig got magnificently richer. On May 22,
the famous musician Johann Sebastian Bach arrived to assume the post of Cantor and Music
Director at St. Thomas’ Church, one of the city’s
musical epicenters. Bach, now 36 years old, had
achieved enough celebrity throughout Germany for his elite musical skill, that not only his
appointment, but his family’s very arrival in
Leipzig was reported in newspapers as far away
as Hamburg, 180 miles away (“He himself arrived with his family on two carriages at two
o’clock and moved into the newly renovated
apartment in the St. Thomas School.”).
The other great development to occur that
year was the partnership between Gottfried
Zimmermann’s coffeehouse, Leipzig’s most
prominent such establishment, and the
6

Collegium Musicum. The Collegium was a performing collective of singers and instrumentalists (largely comprising students) founded in
1701 by Georg Philipp Telemann, and had since
then played a vital role in Leipzig’s musical culture. Zimmermann’s coffeehouse included a
concert hall that could accommodate large ensembles and audiences of 150 (the neighborhood Starbucks it most certainly was not). A
series of weekly concerts—always free of
charge—sprung from this partnership, and
would eventually fall under Bach’s supervision
when he became the Collegium’s music director
in 1729.
Though overseeing this series undoubtedly
added a substantial commitment to Bach’s already demanding church duties, he nevertheless thrived in his dual position as Cantor at St.
Thomas’ and concert presenter at Zimmerman’s
coffeehouse. In fact, in addition to offering
works by Handel, Locatelli, Scarlatti, and others, Bach moreover took advantage of the
Collegium series as an opportunity to compose
a good deal of non-liturgical music himself: primarily instrumental music, as well as a number
of cantatas known as “moral cantatas,” lighthearted musical dramas dealing with themes of
moral virtue (including the famous Coffee
Cantata, which passes tongue-in-cheek judgment on the vice of caffeine addiction).
The instrumental works Bach produced for
this series include numerous important works,
among them this first of three Sonatas for Viola
da Gamba, BWV 1027–1029. Bach’s Collegium
works for Zimmermann’s coffeehouse also include the six Sonatas for Violin and Keyboard
Obbligato, BWV 1014–1019; the Violin Concerto in A minor, BWV 1065; and the famous
Double Concerto in D minor, BWV 1043.
The G Major Sonata for Viola da Gamba also
exists as a Trio Sonata for Two Flutes and Basso
Continuo, BWV 1039, which is almost certainly
the earlier version (probably from Bach’s days
as Kapellmeister at Cöthen). By the late 1730s
(around the time of Bach’s arrangement for
viola da gamba of his trio sonata), the viola da
gamba had already begun to fall out of favor as
a solo instrument. Marin Marais, the instrument’s greatest virtuoso, had died in 1728. Bach
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remained a champion of the instrument, however, as evidenced by his use of it in numerous
concertos, cantatas, and the St. John and St.
Matthew Passions, in addition to these sonatas.
They remain today as standard repertoire for
both the viola and cello; the latter’s more burnished tone, compared to the delicacy of the
gamba, demands a heightened sensitivity of the
player to the nuances of Bach’s writing. The
early Bach biographer Philipp Spitta—who
ranked the G Major among the three gamba
sonatas “the loveliest, the purest idyll conceivable”—also noted that the viola da gamba “afforded a great variety in the production of tone,
but its fundamental character was tender and
expressive rather than full and vigorous. Thus,
Bach could rearrange a trio originally written
for two flutes and bass, for viol da gamba, with
harpsichord obbligato, without destroying its
dominant character.”
The sonata does indeed demonstrate trio
sonata-style writing. Instead of a sparse basso
continuo accompaniment to the through-composed gamba part, Bach provides a complete
keyboard accompaniment, which moves in
melodic and contrapuntal dialogue with the
soloist. In the opening movement, a dignified
yet dance-like Adagio, the keyboard and gamba
bear equal melodic responsibility, often following each other in canon. The movement’s latter
half features an intricately involved dialogue between the two, colored gracefully in turn by
florid countermelodies and ornamental trills.
The work follows the four-movement structure of the Italian sonata da chiesa (church
sonata) from the late 17th and early 18th centuries. Following a slow introduction, Bach
launches into the fugal Allegro ma non tanto,
whose rollicking, perfectly shaped subject
inches its way upwards before quickly laughing
its way back down to its starting point. The
third movement is a languishing Andante in the
relative minor, which the finale answers with
another jovial fugue.
In the great wealth of solo and chamber instrumental works throughout Bach’s oeuvre, the
Sonatas for Viola da Gamba are among those
gems that have, though certainly not ignored,
somewhat taken a back seat to the cello suites,

the sonatas and partitas for violin, Die Kunst der
Fuge, and other such works. Even 200 years ago,
Johann Nikolaus Forkel, Bach’s first biographer,
only quaintly made note of “Several Sonatas for
Harpsichord and Violin, Harpsichord and
Flute, Harpsichord, and Viol da Gamba. They
are admirably written and most of them are
pleasant to listen to even today.” These sonatas
are far from second-tier pieces, however, and
demonstrate Bach’s genius in the mature years
of his career as fully as any other works.
Felix Mendelssohn
Sonata No. 2 in D major for Cello and Piano,
Op. 58
The turn of the 19th century emancipated the
cello from its traditional supporting role as
Beethoven, followed by his heirs in the
Romantic period, increasingly contributed
sonatas, concertos, and other solo works to the
cello literature. Felix Mendelssohn’s Cello
Sonata in D Major, Op. 58 may rightly be
counted among the most significant of these,
and equally as a quintessential statement of the
aesthetic that defined its era.
Mendelssohn penned the Opus 58 Sonata in
1843, a year of considerable personal upheaval.
Having at last concluded an unhappy residency
in Berlin, Mendelssohn and his family returned
to Leipzig, where they had previously spent the
years 1835–1840, during which time, Mendelssohn scholar R. Larry Todd notes, the composer, still in his 20s, “stood at the forefront of
German music.” Hence in 1840, as part of a
sweeping attempt to install Berlin among
Europe’s major cultural capitals, the recently ascendant Friedrich Wilhelm IV had lured
Mendelssohn from Leipzig. Though compensated handsomely in both payment and prestige, however, Mendelssohn would not find
personal satisfaction in Berlin over the coming
three years. His professional responsibilities remained frustratingly undefined—besides
which, he regarded that city as “one of the most
sour apples into which a man can bite”—and,
in 1843, Mendelssohn resumed his conducting
duties at the Leipzig Gewandhaus. Moreover,
with his beloved mother’s death on December
12,1842, Felix shared the realization with his
7
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younger brother, Paul, that “we are children no
longer.” This sentiment may have partly impelled the 34-year-old composer to act upon his
longtime ambition of founding a conservatory
(now the Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy
University of Music and Theatre), whose charter faculty would include himself, Robert and
Clara Schumann, and others of Germany’s musical elite.
Despite the turbulence surrounding this
time, 1843 nevertheless represented a solidly
productive year. In addition to the Opus 58
Sonata, Mendelssohn completed his incidental
music to A Midsummer Night’s Dream, the
Capriccio for String Quartet (later published as
Op. 81, No. 3), five Lieder ohne worte for piano,
and numerous choral pieces, among other
works.
Befitting Mendelssohn’s mature compositional language, the D Major Sonata is firmly
rooted in the tenets of Classicism inherited
from Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven, but meanwhile demonstrates the pathos of the Romantic
period. Each of the sonata’s four movements
portrays a vital dimension of Mendelssohn’s
musical identity. The opening Allegro assai vivace is all soaring lyricism and propulsive
rhythmic energy, even at its tender second
theme. The movement’s ecstatic tone dispels the
misguided aphorism that music’s emotional
content must correlate to biography—there is
nothing in this movement, after all, to betray
Mendelssohn’s grief over his mother’s passing—
but, rather, its great emotive breadth reflects the
zeitgeist of the Romantic period at large. The
second movement offers further Romantic cantabile, but couched in a signature Mendelssohnian scherzo. The cello complements the
piano’s sly staccato figures with piquant pizzicati before indulging in breathless melody. The
homophonic, hymn-like piano introduction to
the slow movement furtively recalls Bach—one
of Mendelssohn’s formative influences—but
with an unmistakably 19th-century touch:
Mendelssohn’s instruction sempre arpeggiando
col pedale (“arpeggiated and with pedal”) imbues each chord with a distinctly more lush and
immersive sound than would characterize a

Baroque organ chorale. The cello answers with
a dramatic recitative, marked appassionato ed
animato. The spirited dialogue between cello
and piano continues in the finale, now returning to the effervescence of the opening movement. An increased restlessness in the piano
accompaniment matches the virtuosic cello
writing measure for measure until the stirring
final cadence.
Though the Opus 58 Sonata bears a dedication to the Russian cellist and arts patron Count
Mateusz Wielhorski, Felix truly intended the
work for the aforementioned Paul, the cellist of
the Mendelssohn family. It is the second of two
cello sonatas Mendelssohn composed: the first,
the Sonata in B-flat Major, Op. 45 (1838), as
well as the earlier Variations concertantes for
Cello and Piano (1829), were likewise composed for Paul.
Claude Debussy
Sonata for Cello and Piano
The last years of Debussy’s life were largely unhappy times. He once wrote: “Try as I may, I
can’t regard the sadness of my existence with
caustic detachment. Sometimes my days are
dark, dull, and soundless like those of a hero
from Edgar Allan Poe; and my soul is as romantic as a Chopin ballade.” Though his marriage to the singer Emma Bardac was
sufficiently content, Debussy nevertheless
found domestic life increasingly stifling. His
melancholy was compounded in 1909, when he
was diagnosed with cancer, and the onset of war
in 1914 deeply dismayed the already fragile
composer. (He mused in a letter to Stravinsky:
“Unless one’s directly involved in a war, it makes
thought very difficult.”)
In 1915, Debussy underwent an operation to
treat his cancer, which took a severe physical
toll, leaving him almost unable to compose.
Nevertheless, feeling that he had little time left,
he continued to work as feverishly as his
strength would allow, planning a set of six
sonatas for various instruments. A letter from
October 6 of that year to the conductor
Bernardo Molinari thoroughly illustrates the
state of Debussy’s psyche at the time:

9
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Mon cher ami,
Your kind letter has reached me in a little
spot by the sea where I’ve come to try and forget the war. For the last three months I’ve been
able to work again.
When I tell you that I spent nearly a year unable to write music… after that I’ve almost had
to re-learn it. It was like a rediscovery and it’s
seemed to me more beautiful than ever!
Is it because I was deprived of it for so long?
I don’t know. What beauties there are in music
“by itself,” with no axe to grind or new inventions to amaze the so-called “dilettanti”… The
emotional satisfaction one gets from it can’t be
equaled, can it, in any of the other arts? This
power of “the right chord in the right place” that
strikes you… We’re still in the age of “harmonic
progressions” and people who are happy just
with beauty of sound are hard to find.
• • •
I haven’t written much orchestral music, but
I have finished: Douze Etudes for piano, a Cello
Sonata, and another sonata for flute, viola, and
harp, in the ancient, flexible mould with none of
the grandiloquence of modern sonatas. There
are going to be six of them for different groups
of instruments and the last one will combine all
those used in the previous five. For many people that won’t be as important as an opera… But
I thought it was of greater service to music!

In addition to the Cello Sonata and the
Sonata for Flute, Viola, and Harp, Debussy
would two years later complete the third sonata
of the projected six, for violin and piano. The
fourth sonata was to be for oboe, horn, and
harpsichord, and the fifth for trumpet, clarinet,
bassoon, and piano. The Violin Sonata would
prove to be his final work, however—Debussy
took ill and died in Paris in 1918 at the age of 55.
The Cello Sonata utilizes a rich palette of
timbres, which Debussy achieves with exquisite
subtlety in both the piano and cello. The work
furthermore demonstrates an economy of language characteristic of the composer’s mature
style, but also offers a rare example in Debussy’s
works of sonata form, the predominant musical
structure since the Classical era. Debussy was
most explicit about his ambivalence towards
such acknowledged past masters as Beethoven,
Tchaikovsky, and Brahms, and their musical
forms; nevertheless, he wrote to his publisher
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Jacques Durand, “It’s not for me to judge [the
Cello Sonata’s] excellence, but I like its proportions and its almost classical form, in the good
sense of the word.”
The Prologue opens with a resolute gesture
in the piano, solidly in the key of D minor, but
this conventional harmony yields almost immediately to more mysterious, Impressionistic
sounds, sung in the cello’s upper register. The
development section continues to defy Classical
harmony, mixing major and minor tonalities.
Debussy’s musical ideas unfold with a graceful
logic throughout, and are set sensitively to each
instrument’s acoustic strengths: in a turbulent
excursion towards atonality, agitated rhythms
in the lower register of both instruments create
an excited murkiness, before building into the
bright and sweeping reprise of the opening
measures (maked largement declamé by the
composer), soaring triumphantly at the top of
the cello’s range.
The bold opening measures of the animated
Sérénade lean even further towards atonality,
giving the impression of abandoning western
Classical harmony altogether. Guitar-like pizzicati in the cello, evocative of Spanish music,
provide the engine for the movement’s forward
motion. As in the Prologue, Debussy’s gestures
here afford a certain degree of elasticity, but
consistently remain compact and understated.
Recurrent whole-tone figures lend the movement an exotic touch. The daring gestures and
nuances of this Sérénade illustrate Debussy’s visionary genius: the movement sounds as fresh
and modern today as the works of any present
day composers.
After a static and suspenseful passage,
marked by a bowed return to the opening guitar-like theme, the music launches attacca into
the lively finale. The cello soars again in its expressive upper register, then launches into a
jaunty melody. The movement features two notably distinct interludes: in the first, the piano
offers a lyrical melody in high octaves, again
evoking an exotic Spanish flavor; the cello appropriately accompanies with strumming pizzicati. Later, the lively theme suddenly dissipates
again into trance-like music, this time with the
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stylishly lethargic swagger of fin-de-siècle Paris.
Recalling with a vengeance the declamatory
measures of the entire sonata, Debussy returns
to D minor, and punctuates the work with a defiant self-assurance.
Benjamin Britten
Sonata in C for Cello and Piano, Op. 65
Benjamin Britten’s Sonata in C is the first of five
products—each of them bona fide masterpieces—of a rich artistic relationship with the
Russian cellist Mstislav Rostropovich, whom
the composer first met in 1960. In September
of that year, Britten was invited to attend the
premiere, being given in London, of the First
Cello Concerto of Shostakovich, another of the
myriad composers for whom Rostropovich has
served as muse. Rostropovich by that time was
already a great admirer of Britten’s music; the
admiration would quickly be reciprocated. The
cellist once surmised in an interview: “He wrote
the Cello Sonata, then the Cello Symphony, followed by three Unaccompanied Cello Sonatas.
I take that as a personal compliment. If I had
played the Cello Sonata poorly, would Britten
have written his Symphony for me?”
Britten agreed to Rostropovich’s request for a
new sonata, which he completed in January of
the following year and sent to Rostropovich.
The two agree to meet for the sonata’s first rehearsal on the cellist’s next trip to London two
months later. By Rostropovich’s account, both
musicians were so nervous that they began the
session with “four or five very large whiskies.”
With Britten at the piano, the sonata received
its premiere at the Aldeburgh Festival on July 7,
1961; the evening’s program also included the
Debussy and Schubert Sonatas, as well as the
Schumann Cello Concerto, conducted by
Britten.
While lending testament to a wondrous musical partnership, the Sonata in C carries a
greater significance as well, given the political
context of the 1960s. The alienation between
Western and Eastern Europe was strong at the
time of Rostropovich’s introduction to Britten,
the composer of the War Requiem and an outspoken pacifist. Such a sympathetic, not to

mention high-profile, Anglo-Soviet collaboration was not to go unnoticed. During a visit to
the Soviet Union in 1963, Britten offered the
following in an interview with Pravda:
I must own that until my arrival in the USSR, I
was assailed with doubts whether the Soviet audiences would understand and accept our musical art which had been developing along
different national lines than the Russian. I am
happy at having had my doubts dispelled at the
very first concert. The Soviet public proved not
only unusually musical—that I knew all
along—but showed an enviable breadth of artistic perception. It is a wonderful public.

This interview appeared internationally and,
in its transcendence of political circumstance
(Britten also noted, “I disbelieve profoundly in
power and violence”), can only have benefited
relations between the two nations.
The opening movement, aptly subtitled
Dialogo, shows off Britten’s impeccable compositional technique. The entire movement is a
meditation on the wide expressive potential of
whole steps and half steps. In the conversational
introduction, the piano’s fragmentary scale figures underscore sighing stepwise gestures in the
cello, which Britten directs to be played lusingando (coaxingly). The animated first theme
emerges, extending the subdued whole step and
half step figures into a turbulent ride. Following
a boisterous transitional passage in which
triplets are bowed across the second string (fingered) and first (open)—still a succession of
major and minor seconds—a lyrical second
theme appears. The ascending whole steps in
the cello are interrupted by a striking slide up a
minor seventh (or, more fittingly, an inverted
whole step), which Rostropovich so described
to his student, and the cellist on this program,
David Finckel: “It should be as if the devil
comes along and grabs your cello from you” (at
which point Rostropovich himself, in the devil’s
absence, pulled the instrument upward from
behind his student’s chair to produce the required abruptness of the melodic leap).
The second movement offers further evidence of Britten’s complete technique as a com-
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poser: though not a cellist himself, he spins a
cello part ingeniously suited to the instrument.
Furthermore, the Scherzo-Pizzicato—so designated because the entire movement is played
with plucked rather than bowed strings—
demonstrates the most virtuosic use of this
technique in the entire cello literature. Pizzicati
are played by both the right and left hand, often
in rapid alternation; full chords are strummed
across all four strings; and in addition to conventional pizzicato technique, Britten also calls
for the cellist to hammer notes out directly on
the fingerboard. These liberties speak not only
to the composer’s ability, but also to his deep
trust in the instrumental wizardry of his
ssonata’s dedicatee.
The Elegia sets a mournful melody in the
cello against morose, atmospheric chords in the
piano. The accompaniment simultaneously
drives the music’s harmonic motion and establishes the movement’s plaintive character.
Perhaps recalling the first movement, major
and minor seconds predominate throughout,
and continue when the piano’s low chords yield
to sparse high notes. Harsh triple- and quadruple-stops herald an impassioned variation of the
opening melody, an anguished cry in the upper
register of the cello.
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An energetic Marcia follows, evoking the
sounds of a full marching band. The cello opens
with a low, trombone-like quintuplet figure, answered rhythmically by drums and flutes. Over
the course of the movement, the marching
band seems to pass before the listener’s eyes and
ears, eventually dying away in the cello’s high
harmonics. The menacing tone of Britten’s
march also calls to mind, whether consciously
or not, the more sardonic works of Shostakovich.
In the Moto Perpetuo, Britten fashions a vigorous finale, full of short-tempered mood
swings and fierce syncopations. A constant
eighth- and sixteenth-note rhythm provides the
rhythmic engine throughout the entire movement. The music is written in triple meter,
though the listener would be challenged to clap
out a waltz. This rhythmic ambiguity sits alongside Britten’s ironic designation of the entire
work as a “Sonata in C” (all white keys after all,
right?), given its tonal ambiguity throughout.
The cello part is directed to be played saltando
(jumping), a technique in which the bow is
thrown against the cello and made to ricochet
off the strings. Midway through the movement,
Britten transforms the central saltando figure
into a singing, dolce melody: a short-lived
respite before a tremendous unison passage between the cello and piano hurl forward into the
work’s forceful close.
— © Patrick Castillo

ABOUT THE ARTISTS

Cellist David Finckel and pianist Wu Han’s
multifaceted careers as concert performers,
artistic directors, recording artists, educators,
and cultural entrepreneurs distinguish them as
two of today’s most influential classical musicians. They are recipients of Musical America’s
Musician of the Year award, one of the highest
honors granted to artists by the music industry
in the United States. They appear annually at
the world’s most prestigious concert series and
venues, as soloists and as chamber musicians.
David and Wu Han have served as artistic
co-directors of the Chamber Music Society of
Lincoln Center (CMS) since 2004. Last season,
their design and programming of a plethora innovative digital events, from concerts to lectures, sustained and even grew CMS’ audiences
in New York and around the world. This unparalleled, historic pandemic season is only the
latest chapter in CMS’ growth under their leadership, which includes: new partnerships with
Medici TV, Tencent, Radio Television Hong
Kong, and the All Arts broadcast channel; the
establishment of thriving satellite series; an expansion of touring, and comprehensive media
initiatives. During the fiirst year of the pandemic, when concert halls were closed, David
Finckel and Wu Han produced more than 270
digital projects for CMS, Music@Menlo and
ArtistLed. Together, they created CMS’ Front
Row National project, which has brought almost 400 CMS digital performances and events
to over 60 chamber music presenters and their
audiences around North America. In addition,
their unwavering dedication to the well-being
of CMS artists resulted in more than a year of
creative artist employment across a number of
digital and in-person platforms. David and Wu
Han are also the founders and artistic directors
of Music@Menlo, Silicon Valley’s acclaimed
chamber music festival and institute, which

opened in 2003. In response to the pandemic
shutdown, David and Wu Han designed an entirely virtual 2020 summer festival and winter
series, and in 2021 mounted Music@Menlo’s return as an in-person festival. Wu Han also
serves as Artistic Advisor for both the Wolf
Trap Foundation for the Performing Arts’
Chamber Music at the Barns series and for the
Society of the Four Arts in Palm Beach.
As founders of ArtistLed, the classical music
industry’s first musician-directed, internetbased recording company, they have released
more than 20 CD’s of duo and chamber repertoire over two decades, as well as overseeing
(and often performing in) more than 150 releases on both the CMS Live and Music@Menlo
Live labels. BBC Music Magazine recently
saluted ArtistLed’s 20th anniversary with a special cover CD featuring David and Wu Han.
Passionately committed to education, Wu
Han and David Finckel oversee Music@Menlo’s
annual Chamber Music Institute, as well as the
former CMS Two program, which they dramatically transformed into today’s Bowers
Program, now attracting the most promising
young artists from around the world. Their
website now hosts Resource, a collection of material that provides thoughtful perspectives and
lessons learned for classical musicians facing
the particular challenges and opportunities
many of them face.
David Finckel and Wu Han divide their time
between touring and residences in New York
City and Westchester County.
David Finckel and Wu Han appear by
arrangement with David Rowe Artists:
www.davidroweartists.com
Public Relations and Press Representative:
Milina Barry PR, www.milinabarrypr.com
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CE LEBRATE TH E SE ASON!

Damien Sneed
S

Joy to the Wo
Wo
orrld:
A Christmas Musical
M
Journey
Sneed is joined by a st
s ellar cast
of 10 singers and mu
us
sicians
performing holiday classics
such as “Silent Night,” “O Come,
O Come Emmanuel,,” “The
“
Christmas Song,,” exc
ce
erpts from
Handel’’s Messiah, and more.

Dec 3
ZELLERBACH HALL

Ca
anadian
n Brass

Mak
king Spirits
s Bright for
50 Ye
ears and C
Counting!
g
This very special holid
day
progra
am features favorit
o e songs
like “Itt’s the Most Won
nderful
Time o
of the Year,,” “Go
o Tell It
on the
e Mountain,” and
d “Carol
of the Bells”; and fam
miliar
classic
cal, choral, and popular
music
c arranged to ma
ake brass
instrum
ments sing.

Dec 11
ZELLERBACH HALL

calperforrmances.org | 51
10.642.9988

CAL PERFORMANCES STAFF
Executive Office
Jeremy Geffen, Executive and Artistic Director
Kelly Brown, Executive Assistant to the Director
Administration
Andy Kraus, Deputy Executive Director
Amy Utstein, Director of Finance and
Administration
Marilyn Stanley, Finance Specialist
Gawain Lavers, Applications Programmer
Ingrid Williams, IT Support Analyst
Sean Nittner, Systems Administrator
Artistic Planning
Katy Tucker, Director of Artistic Planning
Robin Pomerance, Artistic Administrator
Tiffani Snow, Manager of Artistic Operations
Allee Pitaccio, Event Manager
Michael Combs, Event Manager
Development
Taun Miller Wright, Chief Development Officer
Elizabeth Meyer, Director of Institutional Giving
Jennifer Sime, Associate Director of Development
for Individual Giving
Jocelyn Aptowitz, Major Gifts Associate
Jamie McClave, Individual Giving and
Special Events Officer
Education and Community Programs
Mina Girgis, Director of Education,
Campus and Community Programs
Rica Anderson, Manager, Education
& Community Programs
Human Resources
Michael DeBellis, Human Resources Director
Shan Whitney, Human Resources Generalist

Operations
Jeremy Little, Production Manager
Alan Herro, Production Admin Manager
Kevin Riggall, Head Carpenter
Matt Norman, Head Electrician
Tom Craft, Audio Department Head
Jo Parks, Video Engineer
Eric Colby, Venue Operations Manager
Ginarose Perino, Rental Business Manager
Guillermo Cornejo, Patron Experience Manager
Stage Crew
Charles Clear, Senior Scene Technician
David Ambrose, Senior Scene Technician
Jacob Heule, Senior Scene Technician
Jorg Peter Sichelschmidt, Senior Scene Technician
Joseph Swails, Senior Scene Technician
Mathison Ott, Senior Scene Technician
Mike Bragg, Senior Scene Technician
Ricky Artis, Senior Scene Technician
Robert Haycock, Senior Scene Technician
Mark Mensch, Senior Scene Technician
Student Musical Activities
Mark Sumner, Director, UC Choral Ensembles
Bill Ganz, Associate Director, UC Choral Ensembles
Matthew Sadowski, Director of Bands/Interim
Department Manager, SMA
Ted Moore, Director, UC Jazz Ensembles
Brittney Nguyen, SMA Coordinator
Ticket Office
Liz Baqir, Ticket Services Manager
Gordon Young, Assistant Ticket Office Manager
Sherice Jones, Assistant Ticket Office Manager
Tammy Lin, Patron Services Associate

Marketing and Communications
Jenny Reik, Director of Marketing and
Communications
Ron Foster-Smith, Associate Director of Marketing
Krista Thomas, Associate Director of
Communications
Mark Van Oss, Communications Editor
Louisa Spier, Media Relations Manager
Cheryl Games, Web and Digital Marketing
Manager
Elise Chen, Email Marketing Specialist
Lynn Zummo, New Technology Coordinator
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Cal Performances
ANNUAL SUPPORT
Cal Performances gratefully acknowledges the following generous partners whose
support enables us to produce artistic and educational programs featuring the world’s
finest performing artists.
INSTITUTIONAL CONTRIBUTORS
$150,000 and above
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
Koret Foundation
Jonathan Logan Family Foundation
Meyer Sound
$75,000–$149,999
The Bernard Osher Foundation
$50,000–$74,999
Bank of America
Chancellor’s Advisory Committee
on Student Services and Fees
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation
National Endowment for the Arts
The Henri and Tomoye Takahashi
Charitable Foundation
Zellerbach Family Foundation

$10,000–$24,999
California Arts Council
Clorox Company Foundation
The Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation
Kia Ora Foundation
Pacific Harmony Foundation
Quest Foundation
The Sato Foundation
Sir Jack Lyons Charitable Trust
Louise Laraway Teal Foundation
Ting & Associates at Merrill Lynch
U.S. Bank Foundation
$5,000–$9,999
City of Berkeley
Manicaretti Italian Food Importers
Gifts In Kind
Marin Academy

$25,000–$49,999
Anonymous
The Fremont Group Foundation
Walter & Elise Haas Fund
Rockridge Market Hall
Wells Fargo
INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS
Cal Performances extends its sincere
appreciation to the individuals who made gifts
between July 1, 2020 and June 30, 2021.
$100,000 and above
Anonymous* (4)
The Estate of Ross E. Armstrong
Nadine Tang
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$50,000–$99,999
Anonymous
Diana Cohen and Bill Falik
Michael A. Harrison
and Susan Graham Harrison*
Helen and John Meyer
Maris and Ivan Meyerson*
Peter Washburn and Rod Brown
Gail and Daniel Rubinfeld*

ANNUAL SUPPORT

$25,000–$49,999
Anonymous (4)
Beth DeAtley
Jerome and Thao Dodson
Sakurako and William Fisher
Bernice Greene
Daniel Johnson and Herman Winkel
Greg and Liz Lutz
Jeffrey MacKie-Mason and Janet Netz
Lance and Dalia Nagel
William and Linda Schieber
Leigh Teece
$10,000–$24,999
Another Planet Entertainment: Gregg
and Laura Perloff*
Art Berliner and Marian Lever
June Cheit
Margot and John Clements
Dr. Rupali Das-Melnyk
and Dr. Ostap Melnyk
Jan Deming and Jeff Goodby
Barbara Dengler
Gordon Douglass and Pauline Heuring*
Hilary A. Fox
Marianne and Joseph Geagea
Lynne Heinrich
Kathleen G. Henschel and John W. Dewes
David and Susan Hodges
Charles and Helene Linker
Joel Linzner and Teresa Picchi
Richard and Jennifer Lyons
Susan Marinoff and Thomas Schrag
Patrick McCabe
Daniel and Beverlee McFadden
Donald J. and Toni Ratner Miller
Kathryn and Peter Muhs
Ditsa and Alex Pines
Rosemarie Rae
Judy Redo
Susan and Paul Teicholz
Deborah and Bob Van Nest
S. Shariq Yosufzai and Brian James
$5,000–$9,999
Anonymous (2)
Eric Allman and Kirk McKusick*
Lina Au and David Stranz
Stephen Bomse and Edie Silber

Nicholas and Janice Brathwaite
Hon. Marie Collins and Mr. Leonard Collins
Jacqueline Desoer
Bob Dixon
Lynn Feintech and Anthony Bernhardt
Sally Glaser and David Bower*
Corey Goodman and Marcia Barinaga
Al Hoffman and David Shepherd
Julie and Rob Hooper
Thomas King
Cary Koh
James and Katherine Lau
Sylvia R. Lindsey*
Kerri and Mark Lubin
Dorette P.S. Luke
Karen and John McGuinn
Nancy Orear and Teresa Basgall*
P. David Pearson and Barbara Schonborn
Trond Petersen
Rossannah Reeves
Margaret and Richard Roisman
Roger and Judity Rolke
Rachel and Matthew Scholl
Terrence Chan and Edward Sell
Warren Sharp and Louise Laufersweiler*
Larry and Pearl Toy
Laura D. Tyson and Erik S. Tarloff
Caroline Winnett
$3,500–$4,999
Claire and Kendall Allphin*
Brian Bock and Susan Rosin
David Clayton and Gayle DeKellis
Michael Dreyer and Harry Ugol
Jerry Falk
Janet Flammang and Lee Friedman
Daniel and Hilary Goldstine
Arnold Grossberg
Paul and Susan Grossberg
Nancy Levin and Daniel Caraco
Frank and Ildiko Lewis
Donald and Susanne McQuade
Rachel Morello-Frosch and David Eifler*
Paul Nordine
David Rosenthal and Vicky Reich
$2,250–$3,499
Anonymous (4)
Edwin and Patricia Berkowitz
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Diana Bersohn
Lee Bevis
Broitman Basri Family
Mike Destabelle and Jen Steele
Linh Do and Erno Pungor
Bob Epstein and Amy Roth
Marianne and Herb Friedman
Jeremy Geffen
Claire Greene and Walter Garms*
Marcie Gutierrez and Bret Dickey
Ian Hinchliffe and Marjorie Shapiro
Rose Adams Kelly
John Lee
Man-Ling Lee
Kit and Hayne Leland
Paul and Barbara Licht
Marjorie MacQueen
Nakamoto-Singer Family
Mona Radice
Patrick Schlesinger and Esther Hill
Sondra Schlesinger
Valerie Sopher
Trine Sorensen and Michael Jacobson
Dr. and Mrs. W. Conrad Sweeting*
Alison Teeman and Michael Yovino-Young
Henry Timnick
Ruth and Alan Tobey
$1,500–$2,249
Anonymous* (9)
Sallie and Edward Arens
Dean Artis and Vivien Williamson
Nancy Axelrod
Richard Berkins
Wolfgang Bluhm
Ed Blumenstock and Belle Huang
John and Colleen Busch
Richard Buxbaum
and Catherine Hartshorn*
Carol T. Christ
June and Michael Cohen
Robert W. Cole and Susan Muscarella
Ruth and David Collier
Robert Paul Corbett
Didier de Fontaine
Ann E. Dewart
David and Helen Dornbusch
Carol Drucker
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Chris Echavia
Rebecca and Robert Epstein
Flint and Mary Evans
Dean Francis
Thomas and Sharon Francis
Tom Frey
Sandra and Robert Goldberg
Mark Goor
Carla Hesse and Thomas Laqueur
Charlton Holland
Richard and Frances Holsinger
Erik Hora
James Horio and Linda Cahill
Leslie Hsu and Richard Lenon Jr.
Barbara and John Holzrichter
Leslie and George Hume
Jacek Jarkowski and Bozena Gilewska
Judy Kahn
Adib and Karin Kanafani
Daniel F. Kane Jr. and Silvia A. Sorell
Karen Koster
Michael Korman and Diane Verducci
Sharon and Ronald Krauss
Carol Nusinow Kurland and Duff Kurland*
Paul Kwak
Sally Landis and Michael White*
Renee and Michael Lankford
Didier LeGall
Karen and Charles Fiske
Susan and Donald Lewis
Marcia C. Linn
Judy and Steve Lipson
Felicia and Genaro Lopez
Stanley and Judith Lubman
Carl and Carol Maes
Helen Marie Marcus
Therissa McKelvey and Heli Roiha
Charles and Ann Meier
David Moore and Judy Lin
Amal Moulik
Jane and Bill Neilson
Ricarda Nelson
Theresa Nelson and Barney Smits
James Nitsos
John and Amy Palmer
Irina Paperno
Andris and Dagnija Peterson
Penny Righthand
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Diana V. Rogers
Bill and Leslie Rupley
Bruce and Teddy Schwab
Pat and Merrill Shanks
Robert Harshorn Shimshak
and Marion Brenner
Neal Shorstein and Christopher Doane
Chalmers Smith
Eberhard Spiller and Riki Keller-Spiller
Dr. Lynn Spitler
Bonnie Stiles
Katherine Tillotson
Carol Jackson Upshaw
Robert and Emily Warden
Peter Weiner and Sylvia Quast
Doug and Dana Welsh
Dr. Eva Xu and Dr. Roy Wang
Taun Wright
Mitchell and Kristen Yawitz
$1,000–$1,499
Anonymous* (9)
Paul and Linda Baumann
Alison K. Billman
Mr. and Mrs. Peter W. Davis*
Teresa Caldeira and James Holston
Kathy Fang
Maxine Hickman*
Nadine and James Hubbell
Jeff and Linda Jesmok
Fred Karren
Eric Keisman
Robert Kinosian
Cathy and Jim Koshland
Linda Lazzeretti*
Carl Lester*
Haoxin Li*
Suzanne Lilienthal and David Roe
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence R. Lyons
Donna Heinle and John MacInnis
Paul Mariano and Suzanne Chapot
Zina Mirsky*
Julie Morgan and Davis Osborn
Ronald D. Morrison
Anthony V. Nero Jr.
Panos Papadopoulos and Maria Mavroudi
Janet Perlman and Carl Blumstein

John Richardson and Leonard Gabriele
Barbara Rosenfeld
Katrina Russell
Hideko Sakamoto and Vijay Tella
Orville Schell
Paul Sekhri
Anonymous
Lin Tan
Dwight Tate*
Professor Jeremy Thorner
and Dr. Carol Mimura
Kimberly Webb and Richard Rossi*
Sheryl and Robert Wong
$750–999
Anonymous* (3)
James H. Abrams and Thomas Chiang
Kris Antonsen
and Susanne Stolcke-Antonsen
Debra and Charles Barnes
Ellen Barth
Barbara Bell
Judith L. Bloom*
Ann and John Carroll
Julio Cesar and Curtis Dennison
Alison Colgan
Bernard Feather and Gina Delucchi
Clara Gerdes
Pamela L. Gordon and John S. Marvin
Katherine and Nelson Graburn
Maria and David LaForge
Ginny and Heinz Lackner*
Mimi Lou
Richard McKee
Dennis and Mary Montali
Zeese Papanikolas and Ruth Fallenbaum
Jackie Schmidt-Posner and Barry Posner
Tobey, Julie and Lucy Roland*
Karl Ruddy
Ron and Esther Schroeder
Helen Schulak
Scott and Ruth Spear*
Stephen Sugarman and Karen Carlson
Myra Sutanto Shen
Carol Takaki
Robert and Karen Wetherell
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$500–749
Anonymous (14)
Richard M. and Marcia A. Abrams
Garrick and Terry Amgott-Kwan
Vivian and David Auslander
William and Mabry Benson
Janice Bohman and Eric Keller
Bonomo Family
David Boschwitz
and Nancy Zellerbach Boschwitz
Thomas Bosserman
Carol Marie Bowen
and Christopher R. Bowen
Jennifer Braun
Mary E. Brennan and Brian Ullensvang
Mary Brennan*
Shelagh Brodersen
Margaret Brown and Anthony Sustak
Suknan Chang
Victor Chieco
Amy Choi
Margaret Conkey
Kathleen Correia and Stephen Evans
Ted and Patricia Dienstfrey
Michael Durphy
Lee Edlund
Carol Eisenberg and Raymond Linkerman
Dan Eisenstein
Anne and Peter Esmonde
John and Miranda Ewell
Arthur Ferman and Kay Noel
Doris Fine and Philip Selznick
Philip Gary
Brian Good
Jim Govert and Rachel Nosowsky
Linda Graham
Sheldon and Judy Greene
Kathie Hardy
Emily Hopkins
Hing On Hsu
Sharon Inkelas and Vern Paxson
Ira Jacknis
Ann Jones
Bruce Kerns and Candis Cousins
Carol Kersten
Thomas Koster
Germaine LaBerge
Beatrice Lam
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Cheryl and Norman Lavers
Andrew Lazarus and Naomi Janowitz
TL Trust
John Loux
Nancy and Greg McKinney
Martin Melia
Ralph and Melinda Mendelson
Marianne Mitosinka and George Wick
Susan Nabeta-Brodsky
National Coalition of Black Women, Inc.
San Francisco Chapter*
Laura Nelson
Lori O’Brien
James Joseph Patton
Neal and Suzanne Pierce
Leslie and Joellen Piskitel*
Charles Pollack and Joanna Cooper
David Pyle
Janet and Michael Rodriguez
Leslie Rosenfeld and Stephen Morris
Mary C. Russi*
Elizabeth Sadewhite
Angela Schillace
Terry Senne
Niran and Norma Shah
Boris Shekhter
Robert Spear
Rebecca Stanwyck
Susan and Maury Stern
Candy Stoner and Daniel Companeetz
Frank Stratton
and Christina Sauper Stratton
Rune Stromsness
Sahoko Tamagawa and William Gordon
Risa Teitelbaum
Duy Thai
Eudora Ting
Roseanna Torretto
Vince Tseng
Georgia R Turner
JP and Helen Vajk*
Max Vale
Leon Van Steen
Liz Varnhagen and Steve Greenberg
Mark and Elizabeth Voge
Verena von Dehn
Laurence and Ruth Walker
Richard Wallace
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Barbara and Robert Weigand
Kirsten Weisser
Elizabeth Werter
Dick and Beany Wezelman
James Wheeler and J. L. Shon
Donna M. Williams
Linda Williams and Paul Fitzgerald
Viviana Wolinsky
Elaine Wong
E. William and Mary Alice Yund
Martha and Sheldon Zedeck
Amy and Tom Zellerbach
Ming Zhao
John Zimmermann and Diana Graham
Donlyn Lyndon and Alice Wingwall
Michael Condie

Memorial Gifts
Anonymous in memory of Leon Bell
Linh Do and Erno Pungor
in memory of Julie Do
Rossannah Reeves
in memory of Alan Leslie Reeves
Orville Schell in memory of Baifang Schell
Max Vale in memory of Griffin Madden
Helen Marcus
in memory of David Williamson
* Gift was entirely or partially in support of Cal Performances’
Educational and Community Programs

Honorary Gifts
Erik Hora in honor of
Judge Peggy Fulton Hora
Germaine LaBerge in honor of
David McCauley
Susan Pollack in honor of
Susan Graham Harrison
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FROM THE EXECUTIVE AND ARTISTIC DIRECTOR (cont. from p. 3)

I know you join us in looking forward to what lies ahead, to coming together once again to
encounter the life-changing experiences that only the live performing arts deliver. We can’t wait to
share it all with you during the coming year.
Cal Performances is back. Welcome home!
Jeremy Geffen
Executive and Artistic Director, Cal Performances

COVID-19 Information
Proof of vaccination status is required for entrance and masking is mandatory throughout the event.
COVID-19 information is updated as necessary; please see Cal Performances’ website
for the most up-to-date policies and information.
UC Berkeley does not promise or guarantee that all patrons or employees on site are vaccinated.
Unvaccinated individuals may be present as a result of exemptions, exceptions, fraudulent verification, or checker error.
None of these precautions eliminate the risk of exposure to COVID-19.
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